McGovern Rally in Waterbury

George McGovern, Democratic presidential standard bearer, came to Waterbury, Thursday evening Sept. 14. He greeted one of the most enthusiastic crowds of his current campaign, drive across the country with the pledge “when we have won the election in November, we are going to hear the people of the country and serve the needs of the people.”

The great spirit and enthusiasm of the crowd, something lacking in some past rallies for McGovern, appeared to be spurred on by the addition of Sen. Edward Kennedy to the campaign.

The usual wariness that greets a Kennedy in Waterbury met Kennedy and McGovern as they stepped on the town green. Back in 1960, two days before the election, John Kennedy came to Waterbury. Some 30,000 supporters waited till 2 a.m. in the morning in a drizzling downpour to get a glimpse at the future president.

John Kennedy said after the election: he came away from the town with the feeling for the first time that victory was assured. Ted Kennedy spoke of the great feeling of affection that Robert Kennedy felt for Waterbury and the surrounding small towns: that he so much loved to ride through to meet the ordinary people.

The current feeling among many veteran political observers in accompanying McGovern, Kennedy is testing the country’s reaction to himself. Which by all indications is greatly favorable. Between 10,000 and 12,000 people from across the state attended Waterbury’s first presidential rally of the current campaign year.

Many of the national press, who have followed McGovern extensively in the past few weeks, felt this was by far the largest and most spirited crowd. The presence of Kennedy, according to the press, seems to bring the crowds back to life.

The supporters who came by the bus loads from the many large and small towns and colleges of the state brought with them signs of Tarrying for McGovern, Trinity College students for McGovern and Bridgeport young Democrats for McGovern.

Dignitaries in attendance spoke of Waterbury as a Democratic and Kennedy town. Senator Abraham Ribicoff said that John Kennedy came to Waterbury the underdog and later went on to victory. Congressman John Managan, former mayor of Waterbury, told of the sort of love affair between John Kennedy and the town and the current mayor spoke of Waterbury as a good omen for the democrats in the state.

The visit to Conn. was the second by McGovern. The Conn. organization hinted at the possibility of a third visit late in the campaign in the southern part of the state. Connecticut, the McGovern people will readily admit, is an uphill battle. According to Donald Tucker, coordinator of the McGovern-Shriver drive in the state, “Connecticut can be won and we’re on our way to doing it.”

was of the young, yet the elderly were mingling among the youth. The speakers platform appeared to be an odd mixture of the old party regulars and the new majority of the McGovern campaign.

Senator Ribicoff, who introduced Kennedy, said that the rally is the upbuilding of the campaign. Senator Kennedy began his introduction of McGovern speaking of a “spark igniting a flame that spread across the country with the feeling that we can win in November.”

As his brother in 1960, he attacked the so-called “surrogate candidates” of President Nixon as nothing but elephants in a circus that do nothing but hold up the platform. Then he commended McGovern amid the cries of “We want George.” McGovern took a few steps around the platform. Then he commenced his attack on Richard Nixon and the Republican party.

As he spoke, he told the audience that the Democratic party doesn’t need the special interest groups that John Connally attracts because we have the people on our side. Mr. McGovern then told of an article that was handed to him as he reached the platform. The article was about the establishment of a group in Wethersfield calling themselves “Republicans for McGovern.”

These few, according to the presidential aspirant, are worth more than the few Connallys the party loses to Nixon. Sen. McGovern pointed to one of the 15 reasons the group gave for supporting him, “They look to him for sensible ways to solve problems to clear up the credibility gap to inspire the country and to close the ranks in order to build a better society.”

McGovern went on to condemn President Nixon for allowing the rate of unemployment to rise from 4.9 per cent to 10.7 per cent in Waterbury during his administration, and for the attempts at blocking social security increases. He also expressed the fear of re-electing a man who is surrounded by those who have no second thoughts about bugging a political opponent’s office.

McGovern concluded on the theme “there is nothing wild nor radical about the proposals the Democratic party makes and brings to the people in 1972, the preservation of life establishment of dignity and the calling the country home to the ideals of the early republic.”

McGovern ended the evening with the call that is the theme of his campaign, “We are going to bring America home.”

BEI Shares SHU Building

The Bridgeport Engineering Institute and Sacred Heart University have entered into a lease agreement under which BEI and SHU will share certain facilities on the SHU upper Park Avenue campus.

In their joint announcement, SHU President Robert A. Kidder and BEI President William J. Owens stressed that both institutions will retain their independence and individual identities while sharing mutual facilities.

The move to the Sacred Heart University campus involves BEI’s administrative offices, formerly located at 280 Fairfield Avenue, its Bridgeport division evening classes, laboratories and library.

The fall term for the Bridgeport Engineering Institute in the south wing of SHU began Sept. 18 of this year.

The advantages of the sharing of facilities by the two institutions are reflected in the interchange of specialized learning strengths possessed by both BEI and SHU, and the definite cost savings realized through total use of an already physical plant and combined learning resources, which need not be duplicated.

The location of the campus makes it an ideal place for evening students. The modern library and other educational resources also make the arrangement quite attractive.

Since BEI represents exclusively an evening school, the institute is very pleased with this new arrangement.

Robbed Again?!

It is believed the robbery was attempted twice at 7:30 a.m. of the money, for nothing else was disturbed or stolen from the Lounge.

The only clues to this caper was a hasty message which contained the Coffee House menu of the day and a signed envelope, containing book sale money which was found outside of the broken window. As to how the thief or thieves entered the Lounge is still not known.
Editorial

With a new freshman class in SHU and an active troop of "old professionals" making fine efforts to bring this university to great heights, the OBELISK calls on all students of this institution to become aware of the following: It is important enough for an individual to attempt higher education, then it's well worth the effort to put something into the university you attend.

SHU has over sixty different student activities that you can choose from. Anyone can find at least one group to join, but more than one joining you're contributing to the university, and thus yourself. This university exists for you, not just put in your name to tell people you are a student. It is what you get out of it, and what you do to make your existence here fruitful or not is up to you. We are what we do; so just what are YOU doing???

As November nears, the polls sporadically issue projections of voter preference, percentages and trends. Statistics begin to carry the dubious burden of showing which candidate appeals to us and must be, detached from immediate practical purposes. Such a group of irresponsible and impulsive people are the seniors. At best, the juniors are justifiably fed up with broken promises, delayed or cancelled changes. But when given the chance to become in the manner the seniors will be, they will really work, they sit at home, gossipping class, gossiping or playing cards.

An excellent illustration of the irresponsibility which is detached from immediate practical purposes is the common failure of all but a few seniors to sign up for senior class meetings and. And, I might add that these 25 are the same 25 you see at every meeting. There are a few select seniors who do indeed come from attendance at class meetings because of "personal reasons." And even those who don't "do anything out of it.

Needless to say, they've never heard of "independence." Another, and yet more recent, exhibition of the irresponsibility and procrastination of the class of 1973 could have been witnessed on September 13-15 and September 18-22 as the Prologue staff urged people to sign up with their senior portrait appointments, so for their own convenience, as some seniors actually failed to come up to us saying, "Oh, we didn't know about it," or "Is this the last day?" Just for the record Donna Benes and I hung signs all over campus that "Portraits are due in advance of time while at the same time a notice in the last issue of the announcement in the last issue of the OBELISK, which all responsible students have seen, it's always the very same irresponsible people who don't read the bulletin boards and the OBELISK, who don't make photo appointments for "their" yearbook that "their" Student Activity pays for. Some supposedly responsible, involved fraternity members stormed the Prologue office and published it to be publicized for the last time to make an appointment. As all voted, to the student body, waiting they became rather independent, involved, and monetary management next year, we could begin to see too much money changing hands. But I believe that the best would be to stress a few months before the national party conventions, Nixon almost singularly addressed himself to domestic issues; a surprisingly obvious shift in view whether the historical precedence of Nixon's trips to Communist capitals and those of his close-writen aide, Kissinger, are motivated primarily in search of peace or politically, in an effort to raise the standing of the party. But, consequently, support in a re-election year. Nixon urges that as a nation we should consider our negotiations from a position of strength. One can hardly argue with the necessity of an effective re-election year strategy, but if we are to win. These leaders such as McGovern have simply pointed out that "the fairytale of an "excessive, wasteful, overly large military establishment," McGovern has stated, "What I propose is that we spend all that is necessary for a prudent national defense ... And I propose that we spend no more money on arms production and military forces. We can talk about saving our environment, or rebuilding cities, or ending poverty, poor health care, and bad housing; but none of those things will be adequately addressed as long as we are pouring our money, energy, and blood into the cauldron of war and the unchecked production of military armament."
What is an Obelisk?

Ask 95 per cent of the students what an obelisk is and you are more than likely your answer will come in the form of shrugging of the shoulders. Even the mention of it as the name of the school's newspaper and all eyes will now pass by. It is only known as the "Paper." 

For those who are still with me concerning this sideline column, a look at what an obelisk actually is will probably come as a surprise. Perhaps many have seen one, but few if any can give an actual glimpse or in a picture.

Initially, an obelisk is a tall erect structure which is now becoming rare in this world. There are not many left due to the economic interest. The square, tapering sides, end up in a point at the top, and finally its monolithic form.

The first glimpse an obelisk one assumes it to be a pyramid of some kind. This was not the case. It was one of three monumental types that the Egyptian state erected. The pyramid of the pharaohs was the sphinx and the pyramid. The obelisk contains three characteristic elements of an essentially isometric interest. The square, tapering sides, end up in a point at the top, and finally its monolithic form.

One of the most interesting aspects concerning the obelisks is their association with the form of the obelisk. The moving, transporting and erecting of the obelisk required a great amount of manpower although antique sources report that it was much as was required years ago. The Egyptians lacked by far the modern equipment to move and erect such structures that we can now do today with history and the aura of antiquity. It is something that we cannot feel when we look at an obelisk as it has now passed beyond its physical presence, and name of the "paper."

Today's paper.

Mr. Bohn's New Appointment

Recently, Dr. Charles E. Ford, academic vice-president and dean of students, informed Mr. Bohn that he would take on the duties of associate dean as well as those of registrar.

This year Mr. Bohn's office is located in the north wing along with Dr. Ford and the admissions office.

Along with his registrars duties Mr. Bohn has many new ones. He is now in charge of the registrar's office, and together with other administrative personnel he organizes the day school. He attends to academic records, with which he is often at odds greater than being the sphinx and the pyramid.

Mr. Bohn also takes care of certification. He approves and makes sure the student meets the requirements for certification. To help all of these students graduating in December 1972, May 1973, and August 1973 he will meet with them starting the week of October 9 by appointment to go over their degree requirements.

As Mr. Bohn's new advisor he will be required to see Mr. Brinton, Mr. Dean and Dr. Ford. Mr. Bohn is working toward a more unified academic system. One of their goals, is to provide the best in education.

The first piece of work Mr. Bohn has put together is an Advisers Manual which is used in his new advisory system. He feels it is important to get to know the faculty and be able to bring new facts and opinions to the students so they may help him in better the academic standings.

Mr. Bohn's office hours are 8:30 to 4:30, so feel free to make an appointment and speak to him about your academic problems.

World William Comes to Sacred Heart University

On October 21, Sacred Heart University will present William William comes to Sacred Heart University. Although it is a one-man show starring Mr. Windom in the title role. The live two-hour presentation will be shown in two acts with an intermission. The show will consist of stories and fables by Mr. James Thurber who is now the order to do this, though, a Bridgeport area radio station must take a total commitment to Top 49 Programming.

WPSB Backs Off Format Change

Nassau Broadcasting's WPSB in Bridgeport decided at the last meeting that they would change their projected music change to a Contemporary format.

Mr. Davidson's presentation was to occur on September 22nd, would have included works from the beginning of Rock and Roll to six months ago. The entire new format would have included every style of music, and would have been automated.

Program Director Walker Bennett, when contacted, told the Observer that WPSB did not go to Contemporary because of a very fine showing in a listener preference survey conducted by the American Research Bureau (ARB), and submitted by Nassau Broadcasting.

Mr. Bennett continued, "the change from "Rock station to "Old Gold" is off.

With the change of plans for the future of WPSB, Bridgeport is still caught short in diversity of local music programming. Connecticut's third largest city is without one commercial contemporary formatted radio station. Hartford and New Haven each have four contemporary formatted radio stations.

The opportunity is ripe for someone in Greater Bridgeport to get smart and at the same time make a great deal of money. In order to do this, though, a Bridgeport area radio station must take a total commitment to Top 49 Programming.

U.N. Day

On Tuesday, October 24, 1972 the United Nations will celebrate its 27th anniversary. Sunday of that week will mark the beginning of the 100th anniversary of the United Nations Association in Connecticut. On that day Sacred Heart University will present the U.N. Association in Connecticut in the opening ceremonies of that week. The ceremonies will include a speech by Mr. Ralph Davidson, editor of Time magazine.

Mr. Davidson, born in Santa Fe, New Mexico, attended high school in Los Angeles, received a B.A. in international affairs from Stanford University in 1960, and has traveled abroad on the Marshall Scholarship.

Between 1962 and 1964, he worked at the U.S. State Department, an expert in North African Affairs. He joined Time magazine in 1964 and in 1967 became Time's European Regional Manager based in Zurich, Switzerland. Ten years later, in 1967, he moved to New York, and became the Managing Director of Time International.

In 1969, Mr. Davidson became the Assistant Publisher of Time magazine. In February of 1972, he was appointed Acting Editor of Time magazine.

Mr. Davidson will speak on the U.N. system and its perspective concerning U.N. Day.

New Drugs and Behavior Course

The Sacred Heart Ps Department is offering a new course entitled Drugs and Behavior. The course was instituted by Dr. Donald Brodeur, Ph.D., who initiated the course for the Fordham University Psychology Department.

Dr. Brodeur is an adjunct professor at Sacred Heart university. He obtained his pharmacological degree from Fordham University in 1963 and still works part-time as a pharmacist.

Dr. Brodeur maintains his Ph.D. in experimental psychology and has long studied the effects of drugs on behavior in both animal and human.

The course is designed to put the whole question of drugs and their effects in behavior into perspective. Dr. Brodeur also hopes to impress upon the students the reality of "our drug oriented society," which he now finds increasingly oriented to legal and illegal drug users. Examples of legal drugs are alcohol, tobacco and various "pills."

There are now two sections in operation, one day class and one evening class.

Reverting to his pharmacological background, Dr. Brodeur hopes to provide an insight into the physiological effects of drugs on the human body, better enabling his students to formulate their own educated opinions of drugs in our society.

Dr. Brodeur stated that Drugs and Behavior is "directed toward everyone who has been affected by drugs," that is, everyone in today's society. This course was designed to display all facets of drug use, and, surprisingly, illegal drugs are a small percentage.

The ear listens

This semester at Sacred Heart University a new and purposeful program has been designed to display an area of existence, it is called "The Ear and as its name suggests, it is a group for the deaf.

Last semester there was a 10 week non-credit course conducted by Mrs. Frensen in guidance. The purpose of the course was to help students to understand and help each other. Three of the students from last year had the class last year are now involved in recruiting new people to join the group. They are Lynn O'Counell, Emily O'Connell and George Sillagyi. Others who have been involved include Dave Nobile, Mariellen Chapdelaine, Carl Zieliinski, Paulette Chmurma and D.M. M. out.

The main purpose of "The Ear" is to be there if a student wishes to talk about anything, not just problems. The members of the group feel better about them because they are in a group.

Their office is located in the office of Student Affairs, and the Dean of Admissions office. The office was decorated over the vacation by the members of the group. It is painted in a bright yellow and lavender color scheme. The money had been raised by the students from the University; it is totally student supported and funded. "The Ear" has been good so far this semester and all of the members invite the student to come in and talk.
Bosco and Old Bohemian

by Jeff Kochan

The Coffee House barrelled into its third year with a great style. Dancing—you dancing is now possible. Now you can "cut the rug" (definitely not literally) to slides of you, yes you. Oh, the bright lights, the pretty faces, it's show-biz.

Envision the local greats of the musical realm while indulging in free delicacies such as coffee and the proverbial donut. Ah! But the price, stand back, your Student Activities Fees proudly presents "Free Admission" with your Sacred I.D. Not bad huh?

Atta, baby, we knew we could count on you when it's free, but get it while it's hot because it's only on a trial basis while we see if we can keep our shirts, etc.

Too bad you missed the one with Streisand and "Annie!" Ever foot-stompin', finger snapping, twince-tued space cadet, they took a spin on the floor—yes indeed—a real sing-along.

So what else is new already? Back by popular demand was none other than-guess who, Jello, two jelly beans to the red-head with the crew-cut. Yes, "BIO" want "Aa-Ta-Da"? What's so new about old news, that red-head red-rum inquirers. People paid attention and got into an act enough to defy their peers and admit that there is such thing as a good Coffee House. Bravo! I almost fell right over when they asked to have the group back again.

So there, you carrot-topped creeps, that's the news. I got another hot one for you tomorrow.

All those who imbibed in liquid intoxicants, raise your hands. Well, your prayers may have been answered! One of those days, if our superiors smile upon our efforts, you can bring your Bosco and Old Bohemian to our little fun house. How's that grab ya—H UIH—what do ya say? Imagine that! Now ya don't have to get fried before you will get anywhere. You can get blasted with atmosphere! Hell, that dumb kid is gonna clean me out of jelly beans! What do ya want now? No, we won't be serving Bosco here. Go take your profane desires to the Sigma Phi Delta.

Any questions from the peanut gallery?

Well, due to a request by the gentleman standing in the back with a shotgun in the premises, I reluctantly close with this request: Since everybody knows you're not doing anything with your Wednesday nights anyway, why not force yourself to attend the Coffee House. It won't cost a thing! FREE, FREE, FREE, FREE, FREE, FEEEEE!!!

Unidentified Financed Object

by Vinnie Love

There have been many weird reports turned in by unreliable, near hysterical sources concerning the recent sightings of an unidentified "metal monster" on campus. The various reports were generally vague, emotional, and all of them seemed to differ in some aspect of the mystery machine and its devilish behavior. Two terror stricken co-eds aware that they had seen a short, fat robot took two helpless nursery school students off the ground and into its gaping jaws.

Miss Pinder was given a strong sedative and told to telephone Comfort with atmosphere in such an extravagant machine...

...after running into the Vice President's office screaming something about a flying saucer hovering inches to the ground and emitting deadly radiation at passing students. Within an hour after reports started streaming into our office, a panic had swept throughout the school. Rather than wander the campus grounds, students started going to their classes.

A small band of hearty individuals, angry at this break in the routine, decided to find out just what this monster resembled. Armed with plastic knives and cafeteria chairs, the bravest few ventured onto the campus in search of their mechanical adversary. To their amazement, they found that the deadly robot was no ordinary brand new, five thousand dollar street machine, but a machine recently purchased by the maintenance department.

Publicity has a way of focusing on news that draws the readers attention for the wrong reasons, thus making it appear that something is going on. In fact, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi of India has publicly proclaimed that his work with transcendental meditation has laid much more important foundations for the future of the country.

Maharishi is as active as ever spreading transcendental meditation, T.M. as he calls it, training people in his technique, and guiding one of the largest student organizations in the world, Students International Meditation Society (SIMS). During the last few years, transcendental meditation as taught by Maharishi has enrolled over 190,000 people in cities and over 400 campuses throughout the U.S. JERRY JARVIS, Director of the SIMS, attributes its rapid growth to the satisfaction and fulfillment derived from the practice of transcendental meditation.

Mediators say that T.M. has produced great happiness in their lives, given them enormous energy, increased their efficiency in work and studies and produced a deep sense of inner peace and knowledge. As one mediator in Berkeley, California, "Since I started T.M. there has been a constant, steady improvement in all areas of my life. I no longer upset me very easily; there is less worry over problems; I am more at peace with myself; I am happier; I enjoy life more, I have a greater confidence in my dealings with others." Teachers of T.M. say it is a "simple technique which takes the attention naturally from the ordinary thinking level in the body and mind to the source of energy and intelligence. The process automatically results in the expansion of the conscious mind and full mental potential begins to be used in thought and action."

The effects of transcendental meditation are not only mental but physical as well. Meditation has been taught at Harvard Medical School, the Bruch Medical Center in Boston and Stanford Research Institute, investigating the physiological effects of transcendental meditation have found that: 1) A few minutes practice of T.M. produces a rest deeper than that of sleep; 2) This deep rest eliminates stress and tension; 3) Physiological changes (including brain waves, blood pressure, heartbeat) in the body are clearly suggested that a fourth major state of consciousness is experienced during transcendental meditation. These findings appeared in SCIENCE, the Journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, March 27, 1970. Because of the rest induced by T.M. and subsequent release of tension, a person immediately begins to feel calmer, more energetic, and clearer in his mind. Scientific and medical reports, "In T.M. I found that satisfaction I could never really get with drugs. Good results seem not to be limited to individuals with negative outlooks. The ability to concentrate has improved, and confidence in my ability to solve for solutions to problems has increased. Presently, the Science of Creative Intelligence, a college course taught by Maharishi in conjunction with some of the country's leading educators, is being taught as an accredited course on several college campuses. Some of the colleges which have offered the course are Stanford University, several campuses of the University of California, University of Colorado, and Yale University. The course involves the principle and practice of transcendental meditation.

Why are so many students beginning to practice T.M. ? T.M. SIMS director, Jerry Jarvis has this to say: "Something is missing. The young generation is aware more than any other that something is missing. Their elders are aware of it. Man today is trying in various ways to improve his status in society. He is interested in political, sociological, economic, and humanistic levels. Here is a technique which directly improves the individual and thereby improves society. T.M. addresses those aspects of life simultaneously." People today seem to be reacting as a group, a man to try to find a better life by trying to change only his external situations.

This is basically the Maharishi's message; that it is upon the strength of the inner self that the accomplishments of the outer man rest. Meditators claim that by practicing T.M. a few minutes a day, they improve their dealing with others. "Since I started T.M. there has been a constant, steady improvement in all areas of my life. I no longer upset me very easily; there is less worry over problems; I am more at peace with myself; I am happier; I enjoy life more, I have a greater confidence in my dealings with others." Teachers of T.M. say it is a "simple technique which takes the attention naturally from the ordinary thinking level in the body and mind to the source of energy and intelligence. The process automatically results in the expansion of the conscious mind and full mental potential begins to be used in thought and action."

The effects of transcendental meditation are not only mental but physical as well. Meditation has been taught at Harvard Medical School, the Bruch Medical Center in Boston and Stanford Research Institute, investigating the physiological effects of transcendental meditation have found that: 1) A few minutes practice of T.M. produces a rest deeper than that of sleep; 2) This deep rest eliminates stress and tension; 3) Physiological changes (including brain waves, blood pressure, heartbeat) in the body are clearly suggested that a fourth major state of consciousness is experienced during transcendental meditation. These
Meet the Fraternities & Sororities

Beta Delta Phi

Seeing a need for a change in the campus concept, Beta Delta Phi Sorority has made much progress in the last two years to keep Pace in line with the wants and wishes of the women at Sacred Heart. The sorority had a dream, a plan, and a group who want a campus which is closed to the rest of the school or community. It was the increasing awareness of this through the general desire for a more meaningful membership that has brought Beta Delta Phi to its present status. The membership has found new ways to fit the sorority into the tapestry of the student body and is now actively seeking to strengthen its bonds. Founded in 1964 as Hail Adelphi, it was to be a means by which women of the university could function socially for their own enjoyment and that of the student body. They have extended its tradition of service to the community to a closer service to the sorority itself and have found that working together builds the individual and gives identity to the organization through a productive and enjoyable part of the college experience.

Within the last few years Beta Delta Phi has participated in various activities. The Greek Drive, Thanksgiving Food Drive, and the Chili Drive all fall into this category. Chess, Scrabble, and Bridge are also plans for the future. The sorority has its Saturday Cookie Sale, which supports the sorority. Its president is Miss Roberta Staples, instructor in its future. The sisters are now numerous charity oriented plans in the non-profit organizations. The money for muscular dystrophy is the largest among any charitable. Many other sororities are now moving toward this direction. The sorority concept, Beta Delta Phi Sorority, its president is Miss Roberta Staples, instructor in its future. The sisters are now numerous charity oriented plans in the non-profit organizations. The money for muscular dystrophy is the largest among any charitable. Many other sororities are now moving toward this direction.

Pi Sigma Phi

Pi Sigma Phi, also known as the letter Tau Omega is the oldest fraternity in the Sacred Heart and its community. The fraternity has been in existence for three years, it has 15 members and 47 alumni. This semester the fraternity, along with an associate brotherhood for the sisters, will be in existence. It is expected that their pledging will consist of social services instead of formal pledging.

The activities that they have planned include sponsoring a beer mixer which will be primarily for Sacred Heart students. Anyone interested in obtaining more information about the fraternity should contact either Joseph Kohn or Michael Magura.

Gamma Phi Delta

Gamma Phi Delta and the Caralannas are two sororities relatively new to Sacred Heart University. Gamma Phi Delta was founded in Feb. 1970. The Caralannas, which had expired in 79 days due to a lack of interest in the spring of '72.

Gamma Phi Delta is a service oriented sorority. Its president is Miss Licia Albini. Its advisor is Miss Patricia Lipari, assistant professor of English. Gamma Phi Delta has twelve active sisters and four alumni.

This sorority has done much in the campus in the form of money for muscular dystrophy and each Easter has a sponsored drive.

Gamma Phi Delta has numerous charity oriented plans in its future. The sisters are now involved in reaching the various causes in the area by practicing the concept of The Way United, Institute For The Blind and the Leukemia Drive and many other service organizations they intend to assist.

The Caralannas is a sorority now in its second semester at Sacred Heart University. It is a new sorority and was organized by Mrs. Carmen Lopez. Its advisor is Miss Joan Fara, Esq. a Bridgeport based lawyer who has fourteen active sisters and is still involved in including more activities.

This sorority is involved in volunteer work throughout the school. The sisters would like to work as teaching assistants in the cafeteria systems. The sisters also intend to assist the elderly and they plan to do this in the future. The young and the aged alike are of great concern to the sisters of this new sorority.

IFC

The Inter-Fraternity Council, or what is commonly known on campus as the IFC, serves an important function in the Sacred Heart Community. The IFC is an organization brought together the eight Fraternity, Sorority and University Fraternity Organizations into a single body. The IFC meets weekly at the WFTD, the Sacred Heart University radio station. The officers for the year included: Joe Marrone, vice president; Kevin Castora, vice president; Philip Ippolito, treasurer and secretary. The IFC also represents the university at the Inter-Collegiate Conference (ICC) and the National Inter-Fraternity Conference (NIC). IFC events include: Fall Formal, Spring Formal, and the Intramural Sports Program.

The IFC also works closely with the Student Government Association (SGA) and the Campus Activities Board (CAB) on various campuswide events.

Sigma Eta Upsilon

Sigma Eta Upsilon, also known as the letter Tau Omega is the oldest fraternity in the Sacred Heart and its community. The fraternity has been in existence for three years, it has 15 members and 47 alumni. This semester the fraternity, along with an associate brotherhood for the sisters, will be in existence. It is expected that their pledging will consist of social services instead of formal pledging.

As for social affairs, the Ephebians have not been idle. Annually the Ephebius, the fraternity's newsletter, is distributed to all members of the fraternity. The Ephebius is given an opportunity to convey the message of brotherhood to its members. Like any other organization, the Ephebius has devoted much time, effort and money to the development of its newsletter, its functions and institutions, and the funding of social events.

The Ephebius is a social service fraternity. Its purpose has been to help people in need and to aid in the social service projects and faculty of the university. It has been the only manager who put financial gain. Unfortunately, this was not the attitude that prevailed at the other agencies of the Ephebius. The Ephebius has not been idle. As for social affairs, the Ephebius has been active sisters and is interested in working through such events. Again on an annual basis the Ephebius is given an opportunity to convey the message of brotherhood to its members.

The Ephebius is given an opportunity to convey the message of brotherhood to its members. Like any other organization, the Ephebius has devoted much time, effort and money to the development of its newsletter, its functions and institutions, and the funding of social events.

Sigma Phi Delta

Sigma Phi Delta is the first fraternity to be established at Sacred Heart University. The fraternity was named to the honor roll in May 1973 who believes that the university and have also lent a hand in various projects away from their school life.

During the hectic days of the fraternity has also helped Mr. Boh and cut short the many problems that have sometimes are to have been there. In another ad-

Sigma Ta Omega

Sigma Ta Omega was chartered in November 1, 1969. It has been the first sorority on the Sacred Heart campus and is the only sorority on campus that is filed with the Holy Protection Monastery. As a result of this, the fraternity will organize and complete a trip to Appalachia in a charity drive to help the people in that section of the country.

Sigma Ta Omega of Sacred Heart is the only fraternity on campus that is filed with the Holy Protection Monastery. As a result of this, the fraternity will organize and complete a trip to Appalachia in a charity drive to help the people in that section of the country.

Sigma Tau Omega and the sorority concept, Beta Delta Phi Sorority, its president is Miss Roberta Staples, instructor in its future. The sisters are now numerous charity oriented plans in the non-profit organizations. The money for muscular dystrophy is the largest among any charitable. Many other sororities are now moving toward this direction.
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Pi Delta, one of the oldest fraternities on campus, was chartered in 1972. Pi Delta was a means by which students could help out with the fraternity's efforts if they wish. Sigma Ta Omega and the sorority concept, Beta Delta Phi Sorority, its president is Miss Roberta Staples, instructor in its future. The sisters are now numerous charity oriented plans in the non-profit organizations. The money for muscular dystrophy is the largest among any charitable. Many other sororities are now moving toward this direction.

As for social affairs, the Ephebius has been active sisters and is interested in working through such events. Again on an annual basis the Ephebius is given an opportunity to convey the message of brotherhood to its members.
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Pi Delta Delta

Pi Delta Delta is a chapter organization on campus since 1967, at present, there are 47 members and 13 alumni still participating in all of its' activities.

Events scheduled for this year include a collection for flood victims of Pennsylvania, a social, and a cake sale to mention only a few. There are opportunities for participation in such events as Ivy, Greek and Sigma Pi. These events are non-profit organizations. The money for muscular dystrophy is the largest among any charitable. Many other sororities are now moving toward this direction.

Sigma Phi Delta feels that working together builds the individual and gives identity to the organization through a productive and enjoyable part of the college experience.
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when fishing in muddie waters
the current caught you;
in primordial tepid waters
you eased and cooled in the fanciful flow,
quite content.
it was your wet dream fulfillment
to break not the seaweed silence
and swim from the viscous blue school;
a queer species.

they spawned and juiced you
in the putulant slime
smile you while sucked in
to wallow for awhile
and quietly,
I screamed inside to watch
going softly insane.

they drool and lisp hollow carnal songs
from lust they gnaw
to soft pink underbellies
of squirming animalcules
who despair for a brief moment,
in mute pain.

still, your liquid emergence was certain
twisting, wigging, writhing free
in your aroused rebirth
to greet me,
with dry soft gurgle and coo
splashing warm musk about as colors.

Fly? Why Try?
Some birds run down their
beach-way.
And spread their wings and fly.
Yet the rules of aerodynamics
Say, "IMPOSSIBLE!" and why.
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Mel Brooks Stars in Twelve Chairs

If Shakespeare hadn't come up with the line, "Lord, what fools these mortals be," it is a clinch that Mel Brooks would have gotten around to coining it. Brooks, writer-director-actor, has made a career of showing just how foolish he and his fellow-man can really be. Currently, a sampling of what crazy antics they are capable of can be seen in the adventure-comedy he wrote and directed, "The Twelve Chairs," which opens at the SHU Theatre on Tuesday, Oct. 10th.

"The Producers," Brooks' first venture in a feature-length film as writer and director, won an Oscar for his highly original story as writer and director, won an Oscar for his highly original story. It was followed by "The Producers," Brooks' first feature, which was written and directed by Brooks and produced by Brooks. And Brooks has managed, throughout his career, to keep tapping himself.

"The Twelve Chairs" is based on the novel by I11 and Petrov, a satirical look at their post-Revolution homeland in the twenties and thirties. Sidney Glazer, who was responsible for "The Producers," was executive producer on Brooks' latest film.

He started to write comedy material for Sid Caesar in the late 40's. Following that work-out, he teamed with Carl Reiner to make the now-famous "You're a Good Egg, Mr. Merlin," based on the popular "Our Gang Comedies," was written by Tim Wilim, a recent graduate of Sacred Heart University. Marilyn Jones, a local home girl, portrays one of the 12.

The Cabaret has made a definite mark upon the local community. It has performed in surrounding community centers. This summer, for example, some members of the troupe traveled to the Regina Laudes Center, one of the oldest women's colleges in the country, where they entertained the Benedictine nuns.

New people are always welcome. If any student is interested in singing or dancing, or wishes to join the stage crew, he should call the president of the theatre division, Ted Lulow, at the Chaplins Office. There are no tryouts and no auditions.

Two shows are offered in the Cabaret on Friday and Saturday evenings. The first begins at 8:00 p.m. and the second at 10:30 p.m. Admission is $3.00 per person and you may bring your own refreshments or buy them inside the Cabaret.

The weekend will mark the return of "Our Hero," the full orchestra, featuring Patty Henneman as Darla, and Bob Sweet as Alfalfa.

If you subscribe to Darwin or at least to planned obedience at the hands of clothing magnets, then you must admit that 5 years of denim dominance must eventually spawn a new image. Even the "Traditionalist" (confirmed jean man) is tending to combine his $6.95 jean with a $40 elbow-patched corduroy sports coat. The more daring are cutting the jean and scratching out new fabrics and patterns.

And then there is the "Radical". My man wears jeans ... OR DOES HE?
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Meet the Team

The arrival of fall means different things to different people and for the Sacred Heart soccer team it’s an undefeated season. Gone from this year’s team are our All-American Joe McGuigan and his brother Pat, Tony Pasacarella, and Mark Samers. These men are going to be hard to replace, but there are many reasons to believe that this year’s squad will be successful.

The returning letterman of Senior Co-Captains Ron Lako and Joe Pajor, senior Carl Peterson, junior Vic Solis, and sophomore Mark Wilcox, Charlie Ferreira, Greg Quick, and Pete Bowe will be the nucleus. Among the newcomers are Nino Del Cegno, John Cook, Co-Captain Joe Pajor, Carl Peterson, Charlie Ferreira, Co-Captain Ron Lako, Mark Wilcox, Pete Bowe, Kevin Nealon.

More Sports for SHU?

Incoming freshmen and other students raised questions about our school. One of these questions is on the subject of sports. Why is it that we only offer basketball, soccer and baseball as primary sports? What about other sports? Surely we have students who are interested in hockey, lacrosse and football. First of all, let’s take a look at football.

Several years ago, the prospect of football was investigated. It was found that after the cost of coaches, equipment, training, and the upkeep of the field, the figure ran past $10,000. A lot of money for Sacred Heart. Personnel would require at least twenty [20] players. Scholarships would have to be presented to attract good talented players, this too cost money. Hockey is catching on these days. Why not a hockey team? For equipment, coaches and a rink (use of Bridgeport Wonderland should be considered) again money is needed. LaCross is possibly the cheapest to start. The LaCross association is willing to lend a hand.

The 1972 Sacred Heart soccer season got underway in winning fashion with a come from behind 4-3 win over St. Peter’s from New Jersey at the school field on Wednesday September 26. Scoring for the Pioneers were freshmen Nino Del Cegno who came up with hat-trick, and Junior Vic Solis. The game started late because the Jersey City team had a transportation problem and the opening kickoff wasn’t until 4:00 p.m. The first fifteen minutes of the game was even, but after that Sacred Heart started moving. The first goal of the day came at 17:55 of the first half and was the result of a direct kick by Co-Captain Ron Lako to Charlie Ferreira who gave a pass to Nino who booted it through. It was his first college goal, and game was tied at 1-1. Next to Joe McGuigan on offense will be an overall team effort. Joe is a Psychology major and a rink (use of Bridgeport Wonderland should be considered) again money is needed. LaCross is possibly the cheapest to start. The LaCross association is willing to lend a hand.

The game was tied at 24:25 when St. Peter’s, coach Charles Egarvari announced that Seniors Joe Pajor and Ron Lako had been elected co-capitains of this year’s soccer team. Both Joe, a fullback, and Ron, a halfback, are good choices for their hard work, dedication, team spirit, and rugged play are all good reasons for being so honored. Anyone who has witnessed a practice session or a game can readily agree.

One of six children, was born in Poland and came to this country in 1938 with his mother. They settled in Wallingford with his father who was already there. He was educated in the Wallingford public school system and graduated from Lyman Hall High School in 1967. Joe spent almost two years in the Army including tour of South Vietnam and short trips to Australia and the Philippines. After his discharge he worked for a short while at Wallingford Steel until he came to Sacred Heart in 1969.

Joe is a Psychology major and maintains a respectable C average while working and playing soccer. He strives to excel in everything he does and has a burning desire to become a pilot. After graduation he would like to travel either on his own or in a Navy flight program, and would like to visit his native Poland. If that fails he would like to become a small businessman for he feels there is a closer personal relationship there.
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